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Saturday, August 24 of 2019

MESSAGE FOR THE VIGIL OF PRAYER FOR PEACE IN THE NATIONS RECEIVED IN THE MARIAN
CENTER OF THE HOLY SPIRIT, CORDOBA, ARGENTINA, TRANSMITTED BY MARY, ROSE OF
PEACE, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

Like a sun that rises upon the horizon, today I bring the splendor of My universal Consciousness to
illuminate your paths and hearts.

I come under the maternal and divine authority that the Celestial Father granted Me, from the first
moment when His Servant said "yes" to the fulfillment of His Plan on the surface of the Earth.

Under all the light of the Universe, I come today to lovingly meet you, to dissipate and transmute
those forces of evil that imprison and condemn nations and their peoples.

I come to offer honor and power to the Name of God, in each one of His servers and disciples of
Christ. Under this powerful divine authority, I come to meet you and to make you participants in the
Truth that springs forth from the Heart of the Eternal Father, to each one of My children who said
"yes" to His Will.

Thus, dear children, I come to sustain you and to console you.

I come to encourage you to renew in Christ so that you can witness the existence of Christ within
your neighbor, beyond that which is human and mortal.

I come so that you may value your inner world and everything that this inner world has received
from the Universe and from the experiences of life.

Children, these times will place each child of Mine before the truth, their own clear inner and
personal truth so that, before the culminating moment of the planetary Armageddon, you may have
resolved within you all that which separates you from God.

Therefore, We invite you not only to pray for the suffering nations of the world, we call you to
sustain a time that you have never experienced nor gone through.

We are leading you toward the path of Love and of the solid Brotherhood.

Therefore, all the dark nights can be moments of light in which the flame of faith and of trust, as
small as it may seem within you, will help you to change and transcend the difficult moments that
the human being is facing.

But do not forget, children, that I am here, in silence, waiting for you, waiting for each one of you to
call Me and to ask Me for what you need.

But know that you have ceased to be My children, now you are the new apostles of Christ, those
who, with effort and sincerity, assume greater responsibilities and greater situations.
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Be willing, every day, to die to yourselves, as much as it may hurt, as much as it may seem difficult.
Die to yourselves, every day, in this way My Son will be in you and you will be in Him, helping to
fulfill His deepest aspirations, helping redeem this sick humanity through your personal and
collective redemption.

I know that it is not easy to look at yourselves, but see the Divine Light that God conceived within
you and, in this powerful and inextinguishable Light, seek the union and the Peace of God.

I am by your side, I am the Mother that supports you and that understands you.

I thank you for listening to My words from your heart!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


